
SONY HTAX7.CEL Portable Home
Theatre System, Grey

SKU: IT64403

€549.00

Specifications

Technical Specifications
Type: Portable Theatre System
Connectivity: Bluetooth 5.2
Virtual Surround Technology: 360 Spatial Sound Mapping technology that brings
cinematic surround sound to any room
Battery life: Approx. 30 hours
Play time in 10 min quick charge: Approx. 150 minutes
Battery charge time: Front Speaker : Approx. 4 hours, Rear Speaker : Approx. 4.5
hours
Amplifier Type: S-Master
Bluetooth compatible profiles: A2DP, AVRCP, HFP, HSP, SPP
Bluetooth (Receiver): AAC, SBC



Sound Mode: Sound Field
Sound Effect: Night Mode, Voice Mode
Power (Front speaker): Approx. 45 watt / Rear Speaker: Approx. 3 watt
Application: Sony Home Entertainment Connect

General Specifications
Experience more, everywhere: Upgrade every listen to a surround sound
experience, no matter where you are.
: The speaker uses multiple phantom speakers to create a fully immersive Spatial
Sound
Transform your sound into total spatial immersion: The HT-AX7 uses 360 Spatial
Sound Mapping technology to envelop you
: in spatial sound by creating multiple phantom speakers at the front and rear,
Simply place the three speakers around you, and you'll feel completely immersed
Transforming stereo to surround: Sony's up mixer turns stereo sound into three-
dimensional surround sound by
: separating individual sound objects and redistributing them to create a more
immersive listen
: You can also enjoy three-dimensional sound from stereo content on video or
music streaming services, without special music sources
Uninterrupted audio experience: With over 30 hours of battery life and a quick
charging feature that gives over 2.5 hours of play with a 10-minute charge
Switch seamlessly, stream effortlessly: The HT-AX7 allows you to simultaneously
connect and instantly switch between two devices
: and it automatically links to your last connected device when you turn it
Three in one – ultimate simplicity: Ready to use straight out of the box, you can
charge the rear speakers by placing them on the front speaker
: Plus, with a light-weight design and one-handed portability, the detachable rear
speakers can be conveniently placed wherever you like
Small size. Big performance: The HT-AX7 has two front speakers and two passive
radiators on the side
: The front speakers are powered by X-Balanced Speaker Units that give a
powerful and clear sound

Dimensions & Weight
Front speaker dimensions (HxWxD): 9.7 x 30.6 x 12.3 cm
Rear speakers on front speaker dimensions (HxWxD): 13.3 x 30.6 x 12.3 cm
Rear speaker dimensions (HxWxD): 3.9 x 12.2 x 12.2 cm
Rear speaker weight: 0.295kg
Front Speaker weight: 1.4kg
Rear speakers on front speaker weight: 2 kg


